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It is shown 
bers 
in Biggs [3, p. 1351 that the sequences of intersection num- 
INTRODUCTION 
{Cl = 1, C2Y., Cd> and {b,=O,b,-, ,..., b,,k} (1.1) 
for a distance-regular graph r with diameter d are nondecreasing, and 
Ivanov [S] has found upper bounds on the length of the intervals on 
which they are both constant, but the minimal rate of increase of these 
sequences implied by his results is far less than what is actually observed in 
the examples of distance-regular graphs listed in Cohen [6] or Bannai and 
Ito [ 11. In this paper we consider a class of distance-regular graphs r 
satisfying c2 2 2, and find lower bounds on the rate of increase of these 
sequences that are actually met by several infinite families of graphs. In our 
first main result, Theorem 2.1, we obtain these lower bounds from the local 
structure of r as follows. For any distance-regular graph r, let u, u E r be a 
distance two apart, and let A be the vertex subgraph of r induced on the 
set of vertices adjacent to both IA and V. Then, roughly speaking, the fewer 
edges there are in A, the faster the sequences in (1.1) increase. If d is a com- 
plete graph for all u, u E r a distance two apart, Theorem 2.1 gives no infor- 
mation. Of course this always occurs if c2 = 1, but it is hoped our methods 
can eventually be extended to cover this case. We make a start on this 
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extension in [9]. If c2 2 2, there are only three known distance-regular 
graphs for which d is always complete, namely the icosahedron and the 
locally Petersen graphs with 63 and 65 vertices that are described in Hall 
L-71. 
In our second result, Theorem 3.7, we show it is no accident that vertex 
neighborhood subgraphs in the above three examples are Moore graphs; if 
c2 > 2 and if d is always complete these subgraphs always contain 
generalised Moore graphs, as defined in Bose and Dowling [2]. It is hoped 
our results and some future classification of generalised Moore graphs will 
yield a complete list of the distance-regular graphs with c2 2 2 not covered 
by Theorem 2.1. Finally we note the bound (2.26) in Corollary 2.2 is best 
possible, in the sense that it is met by the Johnson and Hamming graphs, 
and the “halved” graph of the n-cube, all described in Bannai and Ito [ 1, 
p. 2071. Furthermore the assumption in that corollary that d is not always 
complete is necessary, even when considering the graphs for which c2 2 2, 
since inequality (2.26) fails for the icosahedron. For the rest of this section 
we review our terminology. We refer only to undirected graphs, without 
loops or multiple edges. A finite set r of vertices together with a set ET of 
edges consisting of two element subsets of r, form a graph, which we also 
denote by IY We say vertices u, v E I’ are adjacent if (u, v) E ET. A path of 
length n in r is a sequence of n + 1 vertices {zQ,, u1 ,..., un}, ui E r (0 < i < n) 
where (ui,ui+,)EET(O~i6n-l)andui+l#ui-l (l<i<n-1). Acycle 
of length n is a path { uO, u1 ,..., u,- 1 } of length y1-- 1 where (uO, u,&EET 
and u1 # u,- 1. The girth of a graph f is the length of the shortest cycle. If 
r is a graph and XE r then the graph X with edge set 
EX= ((u, v) 1 u, v E X, (u, v) E ET) 
is called a subgraph of r. For all u, v E r define the distance a(u, v) between 
u and v to be the length of the shortest path connecting them. The diameter 
d of r is the largest value 8 takes on. For u E r let k(u) be the number of 
edges in ET containing u. r is regzdar with valency k if k(u) = k for all 
u E r. 
For any integers i and j and any vertices u and v in r, denote by Si,j,u,n 
the set of vertices in r a distance i from u and j from v. A connected graph 
r is distance-regular if ISi,j,U,U[, the size of Si,j,u,v, depends only on i, j, and 
a(u, v). For the basic theory of these graphs see Biggs [3,4]. These graphs 
are generalizations of the strongZy regular graphs, which are just distance- 
regular graphs with diameter 2. Let r be distance-regular and set Si,j,[= 
JSi,j,u,ul, where a(u, v) = 1. Set 
cx = sx - 1,1,x9 
ax = Sx,l,x, 
b,=s x + 1,1,x (0 < x < d). 
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Note q, = a, = bd = 0, cl = 1, and b, = k, the valency of r. The constants 
a,, b,, c, (0 < x d d) are called the intersection numbers of r and are often 
placed in the intersection array 
of r. If u is any vertex in a distance-regular graph r, set 
Then one checks 
si,j,xkx = si,.qjkj (0 6 i, j, x d d) 
and in particular 
2. CONDITIONS ON THE INTERSECTION NUMBERS 
In this section we give a bound on the diameter of a distance-regular 
graph r that contains a cycle { ul, u2, u3, uq} Ui E r( 1~ i < 4) with 
a(u,, 2.43) = a@,, 24,) = 2. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let I be a distance-regular graph with diameter d (2 < d), 
valency k(2 <k), girth 3 or 4, and intersection array 
Let u, v E I satisfy a(u, v) = 2 and let A be the subgraph induced by some 
nonempty subset of Sl,l,U,o. Set r= [Al and z=2 IEAl/r. Iffor allpe A there 
is a q E A not adjacent to p, and tf z < (r/2) - 1, then for all integers x 
(1 < x < d - 1) the intersection numbers of I satisfy 
582b/39/3-6 
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(ii) c,+l-cC,+6,-b,+l-al-2>,mln 
* lcx (r;y), 
(iii) ~,+~-c,+b,-b,+~-a~-2>mm 
’ jb,,, (‘,:‘T’). 
ProoJ: For each integer x (1 < x < d) and for each w  E SX,X,U,D set 
UJw)= I(y I y=h%.Y, w)=x+ 1119 
D,(w)=l(ylyE~,a(y,w)=~-l)l, 
Z,(w) = 1. 
Note 
U,(w) + Uw) d rL(w) (ledd) (WES,,..). 3 9 , (2-l) 
Now set 
Rx= {w I w E S&,24.“, k(w) 2 11 (16.&d). (2.2) 
For each vertex p E d and each integer x (16 x 6 d) define the sets 
u,(p)={w 1 wR,,a(w,p)=x+l}, 
d,(p)= {w I w~R,,a(w,p)=x-1). 
Note 
c Uw)= c ldP)I (16x64 
weRx PEA 
(2.3) 
and 
Set 
We now show the following inequalities hold. 
(1) MP)I + Iu,-~(P)I ~mx{cx+b,-I-aI-2), PEA G%xW, 
(2) MP)I W&,-J I&-,(P)~, PEA W--4, 
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(3) V,(p)l >mxbx, p-f (1 Cd4 
(4) lu,(~)l 2mxbx, PEA (1 dxd4, 
(5) ((r- 1-d mxbxFlb Eped I&(Pw’+ (Cp&4 Ima)-‘, 
(1 <z&d- 1). 
Proof of (1). Let the vertex p E A and the integer x (2 < x < d) be given. 
For all positive integers r, S, and t set 
n(r, s, t)= I(w 1 WET, qw, u)=r, iY(w,p)=s, qw, u)= t}l. 
Then the following equations hold: 
n(x - 1, x,x - 1) + n(x - 1, X, X) + n(x - 1, x, x + 1) = IL l,x,u,pl 
= sx- 1,x,1 9 (2.5) 
n(x - 2, x - 1, x) + n(x - 1, X - 1, X) + n(x, x - 1, x) = IL l,x,p,“l 
= sx- 1,x,1 9 (2.6) 
n(x - 1, x - 1, x) + 4x - 1, x, 4 = IS,- l,X,U,“l 
= sx - 1,x,2 9 (2.7) 
4x - 2, x - 19 xl = IS,- 2,X,U,“I 
= sx - 2,x,2 9 (2.8) 
4x - 1, x9 x + 1) = IL 1,x+ l,u,ol 
= sx - 1,x + 1,2 * w-0 
By adding Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) and subtracting (2.7)-(2.9) we obtain 
n(x, x- 1, x)+n(x- 1, X,X- 1) 
=2s,-1,,,1-s,-1,x,2-%-2,x,2-sx-1,x+1,2* (2.10) 
Now 
kx kxcx kxcx 
S x - 1,x,1 = sx- 1,1,x 
-z-c- b 
k k k,c, ” 
sx - 1,x,2 s=k,c, (a,+a,-,-ul), = ‘x-- 1,2,x k2 k2C2 
kx kxcx 
sx - 2,x,2 =sx-2,2,x k,=k,c, cx-1, 
k 
sx - 1,x + 1,2 
x+1 kxcx 
= sx - 1,2,x + 1 k = -b 
2 k2c2 X’ 
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Using these equations, (2.10) becomes 
kxcx 
n(x,x- l,x)+n(x- 1,X,X- l)=, {261-a,-a,_1+a,-c,_,-b,}. 
2 2 
Replacing -a,-bb,, -ax-,-cc,-,, and 2bl by -k+c,, -k+b,-,, and 
2(k - a, - 1 ), respectively, and simplifying, we get 
n(x,x-l,x)+n(x-l,x,x-l)=k kxcx (bx-1+cx-a,-2). (2.11) 
2 2 
Now 
n(x - 1, X, x - 1) = Jz4,- ,(p)J. (2.12) 
Since Id,(P)1 is the number of vertices in Rx E S,,,,, a distance x - 1 
from p, and n(x, x - 1, X) is the number of vertices in S,,,, a distance 
x - 1 from p, we have 
Idx(p)l 6 4% x - Lx). 
This, (2.11) and (2.12) imply 
lux- I(P)I + Id,(P) 
as desired. 
Proof of (2). Let p E A and x 
dm,{c,+b,-,-al--J}, 
(2 6 x 6 d) be given. In view of (2.2), for 
each w  E dx- l(p) we let G be an arbitrary vertex in A with a( w, W) = x. 
Each vertex w  E dx- l(p) is adjacent to at least b, vertices in d,(p). This is 
because a(w, @) = x and if y is any one of the b, vertices adjacent to w  and 
a distance x + 1 from i+ then a( y, u) = a( y, u) = x and a(~, p) = x - 1. Since 
a( y, W) = x + 1, y E Rx, and so y E d,(p). On the other hand, each vertex y 
in d,(p) is adjacent to at most c,- i vertices in dx _ I(p), since a( y, p) = 
x - 1 and these vertices would all be a distance x - 2 from p. 
Estimating the number of edges in Er connecting vertices in dx _ l(p) 
and d,(p) we obtain 
Id,(p)1 c,- 1 2 #edges 2 Idx- &)I b,. 
Inequality (2) is immediate from this. 
Proof of (3) and (4). Let p E d and x ( 1~ x < d) be given. By 
assumption, there is a vertex q E A with iY(q, p) = 2. There are s,- l,x + 1,2 
vertices w  E r a distance x - 1 from p and x + 1 from q, and since 
K 0 E &,g.q, w  must be a distance x from both u and u. In particular w  is in 
d,(p) and u,(q). Thus 
Idx(P)l 2 sx- 1,x+ 1,2 = mxbx 
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and 
luxb?)l~ sx- 1,x+ 12 = CJr f 
Since p or 4 could be any vertex in d (3) and (4) follow. 
Proof of (5). Let the integer x (1 < x 6 d- 1) be given, and let Y, be 
the set of 3-tuples (IV,, w2, w,)wi~r (l<i<3), where w2, W~ELI, 
w1 E dX(w2), and w1 E u,(w3). The number of elements in YX is clearly 
Wxl = c U,(w) D,(w). (2.13) 
WER, 
We could also write 
Yx'{(h Y29 Ydl Y29 h-4 w2, Y3)=2, YlESx-l,x+l,y*,J 
so 
I Ll = I {(P, dl P, q E 4 a(p, q) = 2) I s,- l,x+ 1,2 = r(r - 1 - 2) mxbx. 
Using this and (2.13) we obtain 
c U,(w) D,(w) = r(r - 1 -z) mxbx. (2.14) 
WER, 
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality states 
( c 
WER, 
This and (2.1) gives 
( c uxw~xo)2 
WER, 
6 C U,(wW, - D,(w)) 1 ~,WWx - uxW) . (2.15) 
WER, WER, > 
Since 1 < x \< d- 1 (2.14) shows cw E Rx Ux(w) D,(w) is never 0 so we can 
solve for r{xWERx U,(w)D,(w)}-’ in (2.15) to obtain 
r 1 1 
c weR,Ux~W~Dx(W~~~wcR,Dx~W~+~w~R~Ux~W~~ 
Applying (2.14), (2.3), and (2.4) to the above inequality we get 
1 1 1 
(r - 1 - 4 mxbx b Cpsd Idx(PN + &Ed bx(P)I ’ 
as desired. 
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Set 
and 
CONCLUSION 
F,= c b,(p)I (1 c&d). 
PEA 
Then inequalities (1) and (2) yield 
b 
e E,+FX6rm,+I{c,+,+b,-a,-2) 
x 
b 
drm," (c,,, +b,-a,-2) 
cx 
(1 <x<d- 1)(2.16) 
and (3-V) can be rewritten as 
E.x 2 rm.r bx 
Fx 2 rmxbx 
(1 e&d), 
(1 dx<d), 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
1 1 1 
(r-1-z)rn,b,‘E+c 
(1 <x<d- 1). (2.19) 
Before we proceed we eliminate the case x = d - 1 in Theorem 2.1. If 
x = d - 1, (i), (ii), and (iii) in the statement of the theorem will certainly be 
true if we can prove 
But this follows immediately from (2.16) and (2.18) with x = d - 1, and the 
fact that bd=O. 
For the rest of the proof let x be some fixed integer (1~ x < d - 2). Com- 
bining (2.16), (2.19), and (2.16)-(2.18) we find 
1 
>l 
1 
(r-l-z)m,b,‘E, ~~rm,(bd~x)(~x+1+b,-al-2~-(b,+ll~,)E,’ 
(2.20) I 
where 
rmxbx rm,b,< E,<- 
b {C 
x+l$b,-a,-2-c,). 
x+1 
(2.21) 
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For notational convenience set 
s bx =rm,- (C,,1+b,-a,-2) 
cx 
and 
rmxbx w bx+l =- cx+I+b,-a,-2-c,). t 
Let f: R + R be a function defined by 
1 1 1 --- 
f(y)=(r-l-z)m,b, y s - (bx+ l/QY 
Because of (2.20), (2.21) f(y) must be nonnegative somewhere in the range 
rm,b, 6 y < w. Now f(y) is clearly concave downward between y = 0 and 
Y=Kx/bx+1 and has a local maximum there, which one easily calculates is 
at 
f must be nonnegative at yo, so 
1 
‘+ 
1 
tr- 1 -zM,bx~ Yo s- tbx+l/cx)Yo’ 
which routinely reduces to 
& (Cx+l+b,-al-2jZ(~+~~)2 - 
and then to 
Cx+l -c,+b,-b,+,-a,-22 
which is just (i). Next suppose that 
C.Y+l -c,+b,-b,+l-al- 2+/zt&z-Ja (2.22) 
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One checks that this is equivalent to y. 6 m,b,r. In this case f is decreas- 
ing in the range m,b,r < y < w, and so f(m,b,r) 2 0. This means 
1 1 
(r-z-l)m,b,‘rm,b,+ 
cx 
rmxbx(cx + 1 + b, - al - 2 - b,+ 1)’ 
which reduces to 
(C x+~+bx-al-2-b,+,)>,cx 
or 
Cx+l -c,+b,--b,+,-a,-2>cc, (2.23) 
(ii) follows immediately from (2.22) and (2.23). Finally suppose that 
C x+rcx+k-bx+,- a,-2~&-&/z-&Tl). (2.24) 
One checks that this is equivalent to y, 2 w. In this case f is increasing in 
the range m, b,r 6 y < w  and so f(w) > 0. This means 
1 b x+1 1 
(r-z- l)m,b, 
b 
mxbxr(c,+ 1 + b, - aI - 2 -c,) ’ m,b,r 
which reduces to 
tc x+l+b,-al-2-cx)>bx+, 
or 
(2.25) 
(iii) follows immediately from (2.24) and (2.25). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let r be a distance-regular graph with diameter d 
(2 d d), valency k (2 <k), and intersection array 
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Suppose r contains a cycle { ul, u2, u2, u4} ui E r ( 16 i 6 4), where 
a(~,, u,) = d(u2, u4) = 2. Then 
d<k+Cd 
‘a, +2’ 
(2.26) 
Furthermore, there always is such a cycle if a,(a, - 1) c bl(c2 - 1) 
Proof: Let d be the subgraph of S1,I,Ul,UX consisting of just u2 and u4. 
Then the parameters r and z referred to in Theorem 2.1 are 2 and 0, respec- 
tively. Applying (ii) in that theorem if b, + 1 2 cX, or (iii) if c, > b, + 1, we 
see that for all integers x (1 < x < d - 1 ), 
c x+1 -c,+b,-b,+,-a,-220. 
This implies 
k+cd-a,-l=c,+b, 
= 1 +c,-cc, +c,-cc,+ *.* +c,-c&l 
+b,- b,+b,-b,+ ..a +bdml-bd 
2 1+ (a, + 2)(d- 1) 
Line (2.26) follows immediately from this. 
Now let u1 and u2 be adjacent vertices in r and consider the set of all 
pairs (u,, u4), u3, u4 E r, where { u1 , u2, u3, u4} is a cycle. The number of 
these pairs, where a(~,, u,) = 2 is bl(c2 - l), and the number of these pairs 
where a(~,, u,) = 1 is a,(a, - 1). If one cannot have a(~,, u,) = 
a(~,, u,) = 2, then the first set of pairs is a subset of the second set, from 
which it follows that 
bl(c2 - 1) <a,@, - 1). 
The second part of the corollary now follows. 1 
3. C-GRAPHS 
In this section we show subgraphs induced by any vertex neighborhood 
in a distance-regular graph r with no cycles (ul, u2, u3, u4 > Ui E r 
(1 < i < 4), where a(~,, u,) = 8(u2, u,) = 2 are related to certain stronly 
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regular graphs. We will use the following notation: let X be any subgraph 
of a graph r and let d be a subset of X. Then set 
N,(d)= (w 1 wEX\d, (w, r@?ZXfor all UE~} 
w4 = INXWI. 
If X= r or the identity of X is clear we may leave off the subscript X in the 
above expressions. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Any graph r is a c-graph (c 3 0) if 
(i) r is not a complete graph, 
(ii) if u, ZJ E r are not adjacent, then N,(u, U) is the complete graph 
on c vertices. 
Thus O-graphs are just disjoint unions of complete graphs. Also note that 
if ris a c-graph then N(u) is either a (c- 1 )-graph or a complete graph, for 
all 24 E r. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let X be a subgraph of any graph IY Let N x be the 
binary relation on X defined by 
u* xv if (u} u N,(u) = (u> u N,(v), u, v E x. 
It is immediate that mx is an equivalence relation, so for all v E X we can 
set 
[vlx = the equivalence class of - x containing v. 
If X = r we may leave off the subscript X. Note that [u] x (v E X G r) is 
always a complete subgraph of X. If u, v E X and [u] x # [v] x then if 
(u, v) E EX, every vertex in [ulx is adjacent to every vertex in [v]~. In this 
case we say [u] x and [v] x are adjacent. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A graph r is r-degenerate (1 < r < a) if 1 [v] 1 = r for 
all v E IY With each r-degenerate graph we associate the derived graph Ttr) 
whose vertex set is the set of equivalence classes of - r and 
ET,,,= (([u], [v]) 1 [u] and [v] are adjacent}. 
We note that if a c-graph r (c 2 1) is r-degenerate the r divides c and Tfr, is 
a (c/r)-graph. If an r-degenerate graph is regular with valency k then rtrJ is 
regular with valency (k - r + 1) r -‘. 
We now prove a preliminary lemma and then our main theorem. 
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LEMMA 3.4. If u is any vertex in a regular c-graph r (c 2 1) then N( [u] ) 
is a regular c - 1 [u] 1 graph. 
Proof. We first check N( [u] ) is a c - 1 [u] I-graph. N( [ u] ) is not empty 
since otherwise r would be the complete graph [u], a contradiction. No 
vertex v in N( [u]) is adjacent to all other vertices in N( [u]) since 
otherwise {v} u N(v) 2 {u} u N(u), with the regularity of r forcing equality 
between these sets. This would imply v E [u], a contradiction. In particular, 
N( [u] ) is not complete. (ii) in Definition 3.1 follows from the fact that if 
v, w  E N([u]) are not adjacent, N,,,(Cu3J(v, w) = N,(v, w) - [u], which is a 
complete graph on c - 1 [u] I vertices. 
We will now show N( [u] ) is regular by showing (1) 
k N(Cul)(V) = kN([u,) (w) for any nonadjacent vertices v, w  E N( [u] ) and (2) if 
v, w  E N( [u] ) are adjacent there is a vertex y E N( [u] ) not adjacent to 
either one. 
Proof of ( 1). Suppose v, w  E N( [u] ) are not adjacent and set 
X= {v} u (w} u N,(v, w). 
For p = v or w  and for any subset d of N,(v, w) let r(p, d) E r be the set 
of vertices adjacent to everything in {p} u d and nothing in X\ {d up}. 
We claim Ir(v, d)l = Ir(w, d)l f or all subsets d E N,(v, w). First, assuming 
d # Nr(v, w), this will be true if each vertex in r( v, d ) or r( w, d ) is 
adjacent to exactly c - Id I > 1 vertices in the other. To see this, let r be any 
vertex in T(v, d). Since r is not in N,(v, w), r is not adjacent to w, so 
N,(r, w) is a complete graph on c vertices, which must contain d. The 
remaining c - Id I vertices are adjacent to w  and all of d, and not adjacent 
to v or anything in N,(v, w)\d, for if a vertex p in NAr, w)\d was 
adjacent to a vertex 4 in Nr(v, w)\ d, nonadjcent vertices q and r would lie 
in the complete graph Nr(p, v), a contradiction. Hence these c - Id I ver- 
tices are all contained in T(w, d). Since any vertex in T(w, d) adjacent to r 
is in N,(r, w), r is adjacent to exactly c - Id 1 vertices in r( w, d ). A similar 
argument shows any vertex in r( w, d ) is adjacent to c - Id ) vertices in 
T(v, d), so the claim is proved in the case d # N,(v, w). We can now use 
the fact that 
k = k,(P) = I%-04 41 + c IT(P9 419 p = v or w, 
A c Ny(v,w) 
where k is the valency of r, to obtain 
I@, WV, W =bW - I&-(~, 41 - 1 IUv, 4 
A 4 Nriv,w) 
=krW) - IWv, WI- c IQw 41 
A~NNr(v,w) 
= IUw WV, W. 
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We now have 
k lv([u,)W = INN([z4,)(V~ 41 + c Im-4 41 
[U-J c A c Nr(u,w) 
= IN N([f4,)(V9 Ml + c I%% 41 
[u] E A c Nr(u,w) 
=k hq[U,)W~ 
This completes the proof of (1). 
Proof of (2). Let v, w  E N( [u]) be adjacent and suppose every vertex 
z E N( [u]) is adjacent to either v or w  or both. Since neither v or w  is 
adjacent to everything else in N( [u]), there exists a vertex x E N( [u]) 
adjacent to v but not w, and a vertex y E N( [ u] ) adjacent to w  but not v. 
Vertices x and y are not adjacent, since otherwise nonadjacent vertices v 
and y would be in the complete graph NNtCu,)(x, w), a contradiction. 
Similarly, the c - I [u] I vertices in NN(ru,)(x, y) must all be in N,,,,,,,,( v, w). 
But then these vertices, as well as the vertex w, are all in N,([,,,(y, v). 
Since this set only contains c - I [u] 1 vertices, we have a contradiction. 
Hence there must be a vertex z E N( [u] ) that is not adjacent to v or w. 1 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let R(c) (c > 0) be the set of graphs r defined recur- 
sively by: 
(i) r is a regular c-graph, 
(ii) if c 2 1, r is a r-degenerate for some integer Y that divides c, and 
NrCl,(u) is in R( (c/r) - 1) for all vertices u E Ttr,. 
As we shall now see, the graphs just defined are related to the strongly 
regular graphs. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let r be any graph in R(c) (c 2 1 ), with n vertices and 
valency k, and suppose I’ is r-degenerate for some r (16 r < c). Then TCr, is 
strongly regular with intersection array 
0 1 
0 h 
j j-h-l 0 
where 
and 
j= 
k-r+1 
r (3.1) 
(J-2) 
h-k-2+1-c(n-k-l) -- - - 
r r r (k-r+l)’ 
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Proox r(r) is regular with valency j given by (3.1), and has intersection 
number c2 = c/r, by the note following Definition 3.3. It remains to show 
the subgraph induced on any vertex neighborhood in Ttc, is regular with 
valency given by h in (3.2). Let x be any vertex in rtl,, and let N and D be 
the set of vertices in r(r) - {x} adjacent and nonadjacent to X, respectively. 
That the subgraph of TtrJ induced by N is regular with some valency a 
comes from (ii) of Definition 3.5, so each vertex in N is adjacent to 
j - cc - 1 vertices in D. Since N and D contain j and (n/r) - j - 1 vertices, 
respectively, and each vertex in D is adjacent to c/r vertices in N, counting 
edges between N and D in two ways we obtain 
j(j-a-l)=f F-j-1 . 
( ) 
After simplifying we now find cc is the number h given in (3.2). 
We note a strongly regular graph r is in R( 1) if and only if c2 = 1, and 
these are just the generalized Moore graphs discussed in [2]. There are 
only three known graphs of this type: the pentagon, with (n, k) = (5,2), the 
Petersen graph, with (n, k) = (10, 3), and the Hoffman-Singleton graph, 
with (n, k) = (50,7). 
THEOREM 3.7. If r is a regular c-graph then r~ R(c). In particular, if A 
is a distance-regular graph with diameter d (2 <d), containing no cycles 
{ul, u2, u3, uq) UiET(1 GiG4) with d(u,, u3)=a(u2, uq)=2, then Nd(u)~ 
R( c2 - 1) for all u E A, where c2 is the intersection number of A defined in 
the Introduction. 
ProoJ We prove the first line of this theorem by induction on c. It is 
immediate from Definition 3.5 that every regular O-graph is in R(O), so 
assume that c > 1 and by induction assume the statement is true for all 
regular &graphs with c’ < c. We need to show J’ is r-degenerate for some 
integer r that divides c, and that NrJ u) is a regular ((c/r) - 1 )-graph for 
all u E T(,). Let r have n vertices and valency k. According to Lemma 3.4, 
N( [u]) is regular for all VE r. We will now show that both the valency 
k N([o]) ofWC4) and II311 are independent of the vertex Y. Since c 2 1, r is 
connected, so this will be true if these quantities are the same for any 
adjacent vertices u, u E r with [u] # [u]. Set 
For p = u or t), each vertex in N( [p J) is adjacent to k - kNtCp,) - 1 [p] 1 ver- 
tices in X(p), and each vertex in X(p) is adjacent to c vertices in N( [p]). 
Counting edges joining N( [p] ) and X(p) we see 
c MP)I = IWPNI (k-kNfCp7)- Ibll). (3.3) 
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Now 
lWPl)I =k- lb11 + 1 
INP)l =n-k-l, 
so (3.3) can be written 
h-k- I)=&- ICPII + W--k,,,,,,- ICPIO. (3.4) 
Since the set of vertices in N( [u]) that u is adjacent to consists of the 
) [u] I- 1 other vertices in [o] and all vertices in N,( [u] u [u]) we have 
k WCul) = I Cdl - 1+ I&-([4 u [u])l. 05) 
Similarly we have 
k N(Cul) = I Cull - 1+ IWbl u bl)L 06) 
Subtracting (3.6) from (3.5) we get 
k N([u]) + 1 bll = kN([v,) + 1 bll- (3.7) 
Using this fact in (3.4), we see that 
I Ml = I cm 
This and (3.7) imply 
k MCul) =k N(Cvl)’ 
Now let tt be any vertex in r and set r = I [u] I. We just showed ) Cull= r 
for all u E r so r is r-degenerate. It is immediate that r(r) is a regular 
(c/Y)-graph with valency (k - r + 1)/r, and that N,,,J [v] ) is a 
((c/r) - 1 )-graph. Since N( [u] ) is a union of equivalence classes of - r, 
each of which is adjacent to (l/r)(k,(Co3J - r + 1) others, &-J [u]) is 
regular with valency ( l/r)(kNcrvIJ - r + 1). This proves r is in R(c). 
Now let d be a distance-regular graph with diameter d (2 < d 6 co ) and 
with no cycles {ui, u2, u3, uq} U~ELI (1 <i<4), where a(~,, u,)= 
a(u2, u,) = 2. Then NJu, u) is a complete graph on c2 vertices whenever 
a(u, V) = 2. For any u E d and nonadjacent vertices u, w  E Nd( u), NN@,)(u, w) 
is the complete graph on c2 - 1 vertices and hence N(u) is a (c, - 1 )-graph. 
Since N(u) is regular with valency a,, the first part of the theorem implies 
Nd(u) is in R(c,- 1). 
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